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I'm starting this thread so that we can have all the info about these defective Mitsubishi tv's in
one spot. Mine is the WD, and is only 2 years old, and is completely dead! It has the swollen
capacitor problem on the main board. BGLOD It also, had a flashing light in the upper left
quarter of the screen, and a few white "spots" or pinholes in the screen. Their "best and only"
offer was to LET me buy another one of their tv's at a discount. The discount was a joke, as I
found the same price on line, and know that it could be bought cheaper at the employee price at
a major electronic retailer. For a 2 year old tv with KNOWN defective technology, the only
acceptable solution is a no cost replacement. If all of us owners of these junk Mitsubishi tv's
join together, like the owners of the Sony's with the optical block problem did, then we can get
them to step up and do the right thing. Right now they still deny knowing of any defect in their
tv's despite the thousands of posts on various forums about it. Many people are considering
class action lawsuits against them, and there is a thread on this forum about that. It forced Sony
to respond positivly to the people who were on the page, and they even have a special team that
monitors the page, and responds to the people on there. I urge evryone to join the face book
page and post your experience. If you have misgivings about joining facebook, so did I, but you
can hide your info if you want to. You can also email their customer support at: mdeaservice
mdea. You can also call this and when the menu voice starts, press 8. This will get you through
to a higher level of customer service, that they don't seem to want the general public to know
about. Tell them Kevin sent you! Either way, don't let them win! Let them know that you expect
them to step up and provide FREE replacements for your tv's! And again, consider joining the
facebook page and posting also, it can help. WD Blinking Green light of death. From the first
month I had this TV I have had problems with it. So they told me to call Mits. Well that did now
work, Call Mits. Well that did not work ,so I called them back out and they did it again, well still
did not fix the tv. The best you could do was watch tv about hours then it would cut off. I worked
on the road so my wife just did not mess with it much as it would just make her mad. Well now I
am back home and as of Nov. Thanks Ronnie G. Mits helped with the second light engine after I
documented and re-doc'd past problems. They aren't responding to my recent message and
reqjuest for a return call or email. I want some consideration!!!! Don't think I need to sit and
wait. I know its going to get worse. Joined the FB group, and here. Just sick sick sick over the
situation. Took me a very long time to be able to purchase the tv Social security doesn't leave
much room for a new television I really thought this would be the last one I would ever have to
buy. Our television is really important to us. How many white spots could it concievable get?
Like chickenpox Next step is to fax that estimate to Mitsubishi done today and wait for them to
tell me how much, if any, they're willing to contribute towards the repair I feel your pain. With
such a tight and competitive market, I had thought -- 5 years ago and after so many DLP issues
-- that Mitsubishi might should make an arrangement to either stock replacements for the lousy
light engines or find another way to make good on so much customer mis-placed? It would go
along way to allow some of us to consider Mits again. After 23 years of talking-up Mits to others,
I'm passing along a different message now. I don't mean to suggest Mits should be footing the
entire bill for replacing thousands of out-of-warranty light engines. No more posts from me -just passing the word and sharing with others who might be considering LaserVue. Now they
want an exhorbitant amount to put the part in. Y'all help me tell them how they can't charge that
much? I got this same 57 inch piece of crap. Got hundreds of white dots. After putting it in, I
now have the green light of death. It was built in Sept. From what I read from all these forums,
Mitsubishi TV is the worst piece of crap on the market. I had the same problem. It started with 3

white dots, then 10, then 20 etc. I lost count after After two weeks, there were hundreds of white
dots. It was what is called a DLP. My TV still doesn't work. Thank you for starting this. I actually
bought a bunch of them and they exhibit the same proble. So i will refer to your thread to
straighten it out. Dale, it's not a good idea to post personal information in a public forum, unless
you want the whole world to know it. I should've seen the writing on the wall when first lamp
went out after 4 mos. They are nice little white dots with a few black ones mixed in. I thought it
might be a defective lamp but researched and found it to not be the case. After finding out what
it could be and cost, I wish it was the bulb. In closing, I would like to thank Mitsubishi for putting
out a piece of crap and having parts so high with the economy like it is. I just developed white
spots on my DLP and am just finding out about this situation. I have had this TV for 3and a half
years and just replaced the bulb last month. I have seen other people say this is when their
problems began also. Not sure if bulb replacement could be the cause as most newer bulbs are
much brighter than factory bulbs, but you never know. Regardless this morning I had 1 spot and
now have 3 in one day. I purchased the 73" about three years ago and had no problems until
now after I purhased another 65" for my downstairs. The 65" worked for about two weeks and
went out, I called the place where I bought it which was buy. The repairman came and said it
would cost more than the unit was worth and would be best to return So I made so many calls
to Mitsubishi and Buy. So I did a charge back on my credit card and haven't heard from them in
over 8 months. The TV is just sitting In my spare bedroom broken Now back to my , is now
starting to have serveral white and black dots all over the screen. I have not called anyone yet
but the problems I have had with the DLP Mitsubishi, even the new 65" are all not worth the
money paid for. I paid over Sorry about your problems. Don't ask. Wondering if you have yours
if you'd sell for parts. Thanks, Steve. I agree with everyone else. Mitsubishi needs to step up
and take responsibility for their faulty televisions. I bought mine through aarons so paid twice
the amount it is worth. All i want is a new 57 inch television of equal value to regular cost of this
television. This is the family television and my 4 year old grandsons fav place to watch
cartoons. Come on mitsubishi step up and take responsibility. Dear Kevindb85, I would greatly
appreciate more info on a class-action concerning the mitsu. I'm having the same problem as
my tv screen is now covered from top to bottom with white dots. I've been to numerous forums
and this seems to be a nationwide problem. I know the thousands of owners,like myself,would
be happy to participate in a class-action lawsuit. Called the and spoke to them. Within a week
the TV shop called me to Install the replacement Part. I recalled Mitsubishi and they are sending
a Second replace Part. Only been A couple of days, New Part not here yet. To their Credit,
Mitsubishi has Called Me Twice to inform me they are working the Issue and I should get my
repair completed within 7 working days. My bucks is still in my pocket. I will update this thread,
When the repair is completed. Have you gotten the replacement part? How much were you out
of pocket? I also have a WD that has the white dots many of them. Started in November I have
sent an email to them. I will also call the number you provided to see if that gets me anywhere. I
bought 20 of these, kept some and gifted the rest. It was very frustrating until I went to the
mitsubishi warehouse in irvine, California. The supervisor gave me 11 chips which we were able
to go install in the sets, carefully with gloves and clean fussiness. So you can email me
washington. How did your experience turn out? Did Mitsubishi make good on getting you a
good chip? How's that TV look now? If you know, whose chip did they send? Another Texas
Instruments? Unfortunately, it looks like I will have to join the kits white dot club. It started a
couple of weeks ago with two dots, I now have what looks like a major constellation with more
"stars" visible daily. I have also had to replace the lamp, and experience the flashing green light
of death every so often. I have 2 of these DLP's. The older is a 65" that doesn't have spots yet.
However it is not used very often. The 60" that is used daily now has spots. I just replaced the
bulb a few days before the spots starting showing. Is that just a coincident? A co-worker had
this problem a month ago and they sent him a chip at no cost and let him replace it himself if he
signed a waiver. I was just told they do not do that anymore. No, Mitsubishi will no longer send
a new chip to the TV owner. It has to be delivered and installed by a ceetified tech. Apparently
the TV can be totally ruined if the chip is not installed correctly, unlike the lamps which are easy
to remove and replace by TV owners. They refuse to send me a chip and let me do it myself and
the repair bill didn't stay the same but I yelled louder and reached an agreement we will see how
it works out. I also am a white dot victim!! I have a Mitsubishi WD-Y that started with three white
dots last week and now has about I can't believe after spending so much on a TV that there has
not been a recall! I have not called Mitsubishi yet. I plan on doing that this week. Hopefully they
will take care of this. Our TV just started the other day with the white spots. We're up to 21 now.
All I had to do was contact Mit. We should have the TV fixed this week. We just changed the
lamp for the first time about a month ago. The TV is 4 months shy of 5 years old and is used a
lot. Not sure if the lamp going out has anything to do with the white spots or if this is just a

coincidence. Discussion is locked. Sitting on Hold with Mitsu Three spots so far Enough Light
Engines! To be clear WD Y Defective DLP Tread. I am fed up with it and considering legal action
here in California. Dale Washington. WD Dot problems. DLP Still have? About to dots now
Mitsubishi will help, March Mitsubishi will help. Mitsubishi white dots thread Mitsubishi will
help. What happened? Chip not available to me. Should be a recall on Mitsubishi for white dots!!
White Spots on a Mits. WD DLP 65". CNET Forums. Operating Systems. General Help. Brand
Forums. Roadshow Autos. Off Topic. Other Forums. Comic Vine. Giant Bomb. Your question
might be answered by sellers, manufacturers, or customers who bought this product. Please
make sure that you are posting in the form of a question. Please enter a question. With picture
perfomance that outpaces todays smaller flat panels, Mitsubishi Home Theater TVs offer a
larger than life, intensely vivid viewing experience. In screen sizes ranging from 60 inches to 82
inches, Mitsubishi Home Theater TVs define the large screeen entertainment category by
offering incomparable value and stronger performance than smaller flat panel televisions! From
the Manufacturer April 7, With picture performance that outpaces today's smaller flat panels,
Mitsubishi's inch WD offers a larger than life, intensely vivid viewing experience. In screen sizes
ranging from 60" to 82", Mitsubishi Home Theater TVs define the large screen entertainment
category by offering incomparable value and stronger performance than smaller flat panel
televisions. Mitsubishi's all new series are highly efficient, and come equipped with 3D-ready
viewing technology, providing the best option for enjoying 3D content in the home. Picture
performance that outpaces other flat panels. Click to enlarge or view inputs. All images are
displayed at p, and the TV uses Plush p 5G to convert lower-resolution signals to p for display.
It'll also accept p original signals and maintain them at p through all processing until displayed.
This feature lets you experience the new 3D technologies applied to many recent movies and
video games. Immerse yourself in your favorite video game, movie, or sporting event displayed
in 3D. View pictures as film directors intended them. Ultra-thin frame means more screen in less
space. Mitsubishi's PerfectColor gives you total control over your on-screen picture. Click to
enlarge. Plush p 5G converts lower-resolution signals to p for display. Escape motion blur with
SmoothHz. In the conversion of film-to-video for display, 24Hz artifacts can be seen in slow
panning scenes. Smooth Hz Film Motion eliminates this artifact for smooth, crisp, fast and slow
action content. PerfectColor PerfectColor replaces the traditional "tint" control on TVs, giving
users far more control over their on-screen picture. Adjust six colors independently to dial in
the perfect picture. The TV ignores any unused inputs, so the result is an uncluttered menu
where you can easily find and select connected devices by name. Compatible devices can
receive control signals through the HDMI connection, allowing the TV's remote control to
operate some functions of these devices. Skip to main content. See All Buying Options. Brand:
Mitsubishi. About this item Smooth Hz Film Motion eliminates motion artifacts for smooth,
crisp, fast and slow action content 6-Color Processor for a wider range of colors, brighter colors
and whiter whites Three HDMI inputs and three Component inputs Displays all images at p;
converts lower-resolution signals with Plush p 5G technology Energy Star 3. Customers who
viewed this item also viewed. Page 1 of 1 Start over Page 1 of 1. Previous page. Next page. What
other items do customers buy after viewing this item? Register a free business account. Have a
question? There was a problem completing your request. Please try your search again later.
Product Description With picture perfomance that outpaces todays smaller flat panels,
Mitsubishi Home Theater TVs offer a larger than life, intensely vivid viewing experience. From
the Manufacturer From the Manufacturer April 7, With picture performance that outpaces
today's smaller flat panels, Mitsubishi's inch WD offers a larger than life, intensely vivid viewing
experience. These inputs accept digital i, p, p, i, and p video signals plus PCM digital stereo
signals. These inputs support HDMI 1. Color extended color gamut. HDMI inputs provide
additional high-performance, high-definition connections for maximum flexibility in your choice
of home theater products. So with HDTVs, the rule tends to be you can sit anywhere from 1. If
you know the size of the room you have already, where you want to sit, and where your new
HDTV should go once you get it, you can figure out the size HDTV you should get. Product
information Technical Details. Brand Name Mitsubishi Item Weight Would you like to tell us
about a lower price? Important information Legal Disclaimer No over seas shipping. See
questions and answers. Customer reviews. How are ratings calculated? Instead, our system
considers things like how recent a review is and if the reviewer bought the item on Amazon. It
also analyzes reviews to verify trustworthiness. Top reviews Most recent Top reviews. Top
reviews from the United States. There was a problem filtering reviews right now. Please try
again later. Verified Purchase. When it comes to TVs in the living room, bigger is always better
so, when time came to replace our 61" Samsung DLP I had no idea what my next TV was going
to be, other than it was going to be bigger and that, of course, I was going to afford it. Our living
room is rather large - it's really most of our first floor open style architecture so it helps to have

a big screen. Mitsubishi makes an 82" model but I had also to consider By comparison, a 70"
LCD needs W to operate. Mitsubishi does not guarantee that its TV will be compliant with
whatever 3D standard is about to emerge but Of course, not everything is perfect so, here are
the potential 'minuses': - LAMP - when it comes to 'cost of ownership', we must factor in the
DLP's lamp. The Mitsubishi manual expects its lamp to last for about one year but our Samsung
was still okay after 2 years with the original lamp so, we shall see. Given the great energy
savings when compared to an LCD TV, I am not too worried about having to replace the lamp
from time to time. Definitely, can't hang it on a wall. We are using the one that came with the old
61" and all is fine but if you don't have one it should set you back a few more hundred bucks.
It's not so to the point of being annoying at night if lights are on in the room but sometimes it is
noticeable. Since we already had a stand, didn't want to hang a 73" TV on the wall and the need
to replace the lamp was compensated by its energy savings, we went for the WD without
hesitation and we are happy we did. Later own, we did some fine tuning but, it turns out, very
little had to be adjusted. We made sure that the frame rate was set to fps and, for the rest, we
took the recommended settings from the Tweak TV site and didn't have to change too much
from what they recommended. I have nothing to say about the sound - it can simulate 'surround'
with its own speakers - because we are not using it. Same when it comes to channel tuning or
setting up 'activities'. These are fully handled by the satellite receiver and the Harmony remote
but all the capabilities are there. Same when it comes to the remote which is quite small - a nice
thing - but it may take some getting used to when it comes to the buttons size small and their
layout. In other words, you should have at least 9, out of 10, pixels right. On a 2-million pixel
screen this means that if you have up to bad pixels, Mitsubishi is not obligated to fix your TV. If
you're not, you will be responsible for taking your TV there so you better check you are inside a
Mitsubishi service area. Within minutes, I was on the phone with a competent person who, after
asking that I reset the TV and me confirming that the picture was still dim agreed to send me a
replacement lamp under the warranty. I provided the TV's serial number and date of purchase,
my address and my phone number. He promised that the replacement lamp will be shipped
within business days. A few days later, the lamp arrived. I called Mitsubishi's warranty dept. I
trust and respect a company that trusts and respects its customers. The drawbacks: need to
replace the lamp, unorthodox layout on the remote, bulk are either counterbalanced by other
features or did not matter much in my case. Not everyone could live with a TV that's not totally
flat or that needs a stand but if the main concerns are picture quality, price, size and energy
consumption, this TV is hard to beat. I will grant the WD 5 stars because I own it and I am very
happy with it. We have already had to have someone come out twice and had the tv 2 years, the
board went out, and the screen had to be replaced, was separating?? When calling mitsubishi,
they do not offer any help at all!!! I am SOO thankful we bought the extended squaretrade
warranty!! We are going to have to find a lamp for it and replace it ourselves. I don't think
anyone should have to worry about or deal with these kinds of problems after investing in such
a expensive tv, especially in the first couple of years!! I have had this tv for over a year, and it is
amazing and easy to use, and has just the rite amount of hdmi hookups! The only thing i would
suggest for Mitsubishi to add is some kind of discount of some sort for the 3d kit to purchase
with it. As once spending this money on a tv, you sometimes feel too guilty to go out and spend
the extra money for any kind of expansion kit, and if youre going to buy this kind of tv, you
might as well go all out and enjoy it for its full and true potential. I have yet to purchase the 3d
expansion kit and glasses and player and etc. Love it, love it, love it. The picture is absolutely
beautiful. I was hoping for much improved graphics and I got it; ever so often I see some
pixelization on the HD channels and it is my cable service resolution, not the tv. I played with
the advanced picture setup to get the setup right. The presets aren't as good as tweaking the
picture yourself. As for sound, it's a tv. I use my Onkyo 7. Every night is movie night at my
house. Incidentally, when I ordered my WD the warehouse had run out. They sent me the WD
upgraded model itstead no complaints from me. My only gripe is that I got a decent price on
mine last Christmas and the retail spots locally couldn't touch the price. Get one, it's worth
every penny. One person found this helpful. The television is simply fantastic. The picture is so
clear and sharp. I really can't describe it to you. You'll just have to see it for yourself. The first
set was a 60' DLP. I gave that set to my mother, so I could justify buying an even larger one.
Why did I buy my firt set from Amazon? Well, I intially tried to buy the set at Bestbuy, but they
only wanted to sell me a smaller set for thousands of dollars more. The salesman couldn't seem
to find the set in the store or in the ware house, so I thought I would buy it on line. It took only a
few minutes to identify the set on Amazon and a few minutes more to purchase it. The delivery
took place on time. The guy who delivered the set even placed it in the elevator and carried it
into my appartment. See all reviews. Pages with related products. There's a problem loading
this menu right now. Learn more about Amazon Prime. Get free delivery with Amazon Prime.
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Top reviews Most recent Top reviews. Top reviews from the United States. There was a problem
filtering reviews right now. Please try again later. Verified Purchase. Our 73" Mitsubishi WD
model started showing the dreaded white dots. At first a few, then a few new ones every night.
Ordered this unit from ShopJimmy. Item arrived quickly and everything fit great. The TV is as
good as new now. Installation was easy enough. If you've ever taken a PC apart or put one
together you'll be right at home. Use the same principles in replacing one of those: Don't bend
the pins, make sure you lock it in all the way, apply thermal paste sparingly the stock install had
a thermal pad between the chip and the heatsink. It was covered with a little haze after 7 years
of use. Same principle as cleaning a camera lens od your glasses, really. The chip mounted to
the PCB board is the original. The one in my fingers is the new part. The model number
matches, even though the lot and unit numbers don't. Everything works just fine. Images in this
review. There were only a few at first, but by the time I replaced the chip last week, the screen
looked like a very starry night. I should have done the replacement long ago as the picture is
now as clear and vivid as it was when the TV was brand new! The replacement process wasn't
as difficult as I feared. I found a few good videos on YouTube showing how to do it different
Samsung models, but very similar process. After that, it was just being patient and paying close
attention to where screws and wires were coming out of. I took photos along the way to help
remember where they went. Make sure to blow out dust before taking out the old chip, as you
don't want to get any dust on the new chip, or in the compartment the chip faces when replaced.
I also used a grounding strap and put on latex gloves when handling the chip. I've had the TV
for about 5 years, and in the last few weeks I have been getting an increasing number of white
and black dots on the screen and it looked like replacing the DLP chip was the way to go.
However, the new chip created evenly spaced vertical white lines across the screen. I then put
the new DLP chip back in and the vertical white lines reappeared. My exact model TV was in the
list of supported TVs for this replacement chip, but it looks like the chip does not work properly.
I have searched online a bit and some people indicated that there may be another faulty
component in the TV, but the fact that I can swap back my original DLP chip and the vertical
lines disappear seem to contradict that. I shipped back the defective chip and they sent a
replacement. I installed it in the TV and this replacement chip did not have vertical white lines,
so that was a good start. It did, however, have a single white dot defect close to the center of
the screen. I'll bump this review to 4 stars, since one white dot is better than several hundred.
But, if I see any additional white dots reappear in the next 90 days warranty period , you bet I'll
be getting another RMA in place. Update: The Seller did not respond to my concerns that the
part they shipped contained a defect single white dot. After a month a new white dot has

appeared on the screen. I have contacted the Seller to see if another replacement can be sent.
Given the overall success people seem to be having with this part and replacement process, I
wonder if the specific Seller that I am dealing with has sub-standard or not new replacement
parts. Update The Seller replaced the chip again, this time there were no vertical lines or white
dots when I installed it. So in summary: 1st DLP chip was defective, had vertical white lines on
the screen 2nd DLP chip was defective, initial installation had 2 white dots on screen. After
several weeks this grew to 5 3rd DLP chip seems to work and does not have any defects. Will
keep an eye on the chip during the 3 month return period to make sure it doesn't prematurely
fail. I am going to bump this review to 4 stars, since being able to fix my DLP TV with this chip
was extremely helpful, but since the failure rate on these chips seems to be high I will not give 5
stars. I hadn't used my TV in years because of this. I decided that I'd try to fix it myself than
have Samsung send a contractor out to do it. I watched some YouTube tutorials and figured out
how to do it on my own. I additionally purchased an anti-static bracelet and Arctic Silver thermal
paste from another vendor. That stuff in addition to a screwdriver was all I needed to complete
my repairs. The TV picture looks fantastic and I couldn't be happier. Thank you so much for
continuing to have and sell this part. You saved me a ton of money!! Pictures are of the TV
screen before 2 photos with tons of dots -old part and after 2 photos with no dots -new part
installed. By JillyBean on February 2, See all reviews. Top reviews from other countries. Bought
Chip to replace my original chip in my Samsung DLP 62" tv, which was failing and showing
white dots on the projector screen. Installed new chip in November , then in June , white dots
start appearing on screen again. By end of July , so many white dots are on the tv screen, that it
was un-watchable. The new installed chip has the same fault as the original, except it only
lasted 9 months before failing! Report abuse. Very fast delivery. This chip restored my Samsung
HL61A to its former glory! I'm not going to miss the massive star field of stuck and dead pixels.
Installation was relatively easy but one of the screws holding the heatsink mount was seized so
I needed to use a screw extractor to remove the screw. I applied some new thermal compound
on the new chip before reinstalling the heatsink. The chip works fla
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wlessly. Installed quickly. And was delivered 5 days before the earliest expected delivery. It's
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